
Unit 7: Cities and Urban Land Use 

Chapter 9 (pages 257-299) – Vocabulary and Concepts 
Part 1:  Preview Activity:  Investigating Images 

Chapter Page # Title of Image Description of Image 

Chapter 9 

 

Page 257 West Berlin, 

West Germany 

View of the Berlin wall as it stood 

when city divided 

 

Part II and Part III:  Vocabulary:  Define term and include an example or image (50/50 split) 

Vocabulary Term Definition/Identification Example Image 

1. Urban 
Morphology 

The study of the physical 

form and structure of 

urban places. 

  

 

1. urban morphology (258):  

2. city (259):  

3. urbanization (259):  

4. urbanized population:  

5. social stratification/structure (261):  

6. nucleated form of settlement:   

7. dispersed form of settlement:  

8. threshold:  

9. site (267):  

10. hydraulic civilization:  
11. situation (270):  
12. trade area (273):  
13. rank-size rule (273):  
14. primate city (274):  
15. basic industry:  
16. nonbasic industries:  
17. economic base:  
18. employment structure:  
19. post-industrial city:  
20. underemployment:  
21. urban hierarchy:  
22. unincorporated areas: 
23. hamlets:  
24. villages:  
25. towns:  
26. hinterland:  
27. metropolises:  
28. megalopolis/conurbation:  
29. emerging cities:  
30. gateway cities:  
31. festival landscape:   
32. cityscape:  
33. symbolic landscapes:  
34. central place theory (274):  
35. census tracts:  
36. zone (276):  
37. central business district (CBD) (276):  
38. bid-rent theory:  
39. central city (276):  
40. suburb (276):  
41. suburbanization/counterurbanization (276):  
42. concentric zone model (277):  

43. the peak land value intersection:  
44. zone of transition (277):  
45. slums:  
46. tenements:  
47. commuter zone:  
48. invasion and succession:  
49. sector model (277):  
50. multiple nuclei model (278):  
51. edge cities (278):  
52. multiplier effect:  
53. in-filling:  
54. urban realm model (278):  
55. dendritic: 
56. colonial city (278):  
57. indigenous city (278):  
58. urban growth rates:  
59. squatter settlements/barriadas:  
60. favelas (280):  
61. gentrification (280):  
62. office parks:  
63. entrepots:  
64. megacities:  
65. high-tech corridors:  
66. shantytowns (283):  
67. redlining (284):  
68. underclass:  
69. blockbusting (285):  
70. racial steering:  
71. commercialization (285):  
72. post-modern architecture:  
73. restrictive covenants:  
74. tear-downs (286):  
75. decentralization:  
76. centralization: 
77. urban hydrology:  
78. urban heat island:  
79. urban sprawl (286):  
80. new urbanism/planned communities (287):  
81. ethnic neighborhood (291):  
82. globalization (295):  
83. world cities/great cities (295):  

 

Reading Questions Directions: Make sure you write in complete sentences. 

Chapter 9 

1. What are the factors that led to the first urban revolution? Explain how these factors 
are closely related to the first agricultural revolution.  

2. Why is Greece considered to be a secondary hearth of urbanization? 
3.  What other event coincided with the second urban revolution? How did this change the 

way people lived, and where cities were built? 

4. Explain the Central Place Theory. How does the CPT explain where cities are built? 
5. How can the period of colonialism still be seen on the landscape of African cities 

today? 

6. How do zoning laws in cities determine where different activates take place in cities? 
Why are these laws harder to enforce in the periphery and semi-periphery? 

7. What is gentrification? What are some positive and negative aspects of gentrification? 
8. Define urban sprawl. How are greenbelts being used to contain sprawl?  

9. What is new urbanism? How are elements of new urbanism being used to counter the 

negative effects of urban sprawl? 


